Issue 321, 11 September 2014

US dollar dazzler
Regular readers of the Switzer Super Report know that we’ve been forecasting a stronger US dollar
for some time, and have positioned our SSR portfolios for this. The recent pullback in the Aussie dollar
shows that this is not far off, and today we have Charlie Aitken joining our stronger US dollar team.
Charlie says we all have too much exposure to Australian tax effective yield assets in Australian
dollars and suggests companies like Crown, Servcorp and Westfield Corp as providing good exposure
to a rising US dollar.
Also in the report today we have our monthly Takeover Talk report– iSelect joins the team, and Ron
Bewley is back from holidays with a review of his yield portfolio.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Buy US dollar exposure
by Charlie Aitken
I can’t emphasise enough my bullishness on the US
dollar.

Australian investors are too nonchalant about the
portfolio ramifications of a recovering US dollar.

In an investing world that arguably has more bubbles
than value, the Greenback is blatant value. In fact,
the US dollar, volatility and Chinese equities might
just be the three cheapest ‘asset classes’ on the
planet.

I am sure most Australian based investors are very
happy with the capital growth and dividends/franking
credits they have received, but it’s time for a bit of a
global reality check.

This morning, after further, broad-based US dollar
gains last week (driven by strong US data), I am
simply going to again update my macro strategy.

The benchmark ASX200 in US dollars has broadly
gone sideways for four years (1 Jan 2011 to today).
You have underperformed via being solely exposed
to Australian assets and your global purchasing
power has been reduced.

You need more of these either physically or indirectly
by holding Australian listed stocks with a high
proportion of US dollar revenue.

Click here for larger image

The multi-year US dollar “rights issue”, known as
Quantitative Easing (QE), is coming to an end. At the
same time, US cash rates will rise ahead of all global
cash rates, from a very low base. The end of QE and
zero interest rate policy (ZIRP) means the return of
the US dollar as the world’s reserve currency and the
end of short US dollar carry trades.
In favour of the US dollar
I have been titling our macro and portfolio strategy in
favour of the US dollar since early 2013, via a short
Aussie dollar overlay. But today, as the ASX200 goes
ex FY14 final dividends and focus moves to the Fed, I
think there’s more urgency required. The majority of

You have done significantly better than the domestic
market via holding the ASX200 Banks Index in US
dollars (+40%), but even that peaked in US dollars
terms in April 2013 and has tracked sideways to
lower since.

Click here for larger image
Conscious home bias
I am fully aware that the Australian taxation and
superannuation system currently, and I stress
currently, drives significant home bias towards
negative gearing and Australian fully franked assets,
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particularly when overlaid with an ageing population
and record low cash rates, but if I am right about the
medium-term outlook for the US dollar and US
interest rates, the underperformance of Australian
“yield” assets in US dollars will accelerate.

Euro per USD

This comes at a time when Australians have never
been more exposed to those yield assets
(masquerading as fixed interest) in Australian dollars.
Australians effectively have a tax driven yield carry
trade on in a carry trade currency. That equates to an
exposure to global macro variables changing,
taxation treatment changing, and a double exposure
to record residential property prices via domestic
mortgage banks.
Here is a series of US dollar charts that all point
in one direction since FOMC chair Janet Yellen
gave a firm date for QE ending (October).
US Dollar Index (DXY)

Japanese Yen per USD
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Australian Dollars per USD

Fortescue Metals Group, BC Iron, Whitehaven
Coal, Sims Metal Mgt, and Iluka when underling US
dollar commodity prices are still a touch wobbly. That
strategy is two pronged. I believe the underlying
commodity price, but particularly spot iron ore, will
stop falling shortly and be replaced by a significant
Aussie dollar/US dollar fall that will actually see
Aussie dollar commodity prices rise (good for those
with low cost production growth). It’s a view based
on both the numerator and denominator of the Aussie
dollar commodity price equation. Let me just
emphasise by overlaying spot iron ore prices in US
dollars with the Australian Dollar in US dollars. A
re-correlation would see the Aussie dollar at 87 US
cents.
Iron ore vs. AUD/USD

It’s also worth noting that the US dollar is also
recovering vs. spot gold. This is the 10-year chart of
spot gold in US dollars, with the uptrend being
challenged. Spot gold is down 36% from its peak.

The king’s Crown

The resurrection
This US dollar resurgence has started. You can see
above it’s against everything. Markets start moving
ahead of “the fact” and that is what we are starting to
see and why I am stepping up the aggression both
top down and via bottom up stock picking to this twin
macro theme of the recovering US dollar and rising
US cash rates.

Similarly, some readers ask me why I am going so
hard on Crown Resorts (CWN). Again it’s a twofold
approach. Crown benefits from Australia becoming
more globally competitive as a tourism destination,
while simultaneously Melco Crown Entertainment’s
US dollar earnings, dividend and valuation stream is
worth more to ASX/Aussie dollar listed Crown on
translation. It’s worth reminding yourself of the
correlation between Crown and the Australian dollars
per US dollar chart.

Some readers have been a little surprised I have
recently recommended/up weighted BHP Billiton,
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CWN vs. AUD per USD

the view the two best forms of protection are long VIX
futures and holding US dollar cash.
It’s not usual for me to do this but I am going to finish
today with a weblink to a 14-minute video
presentation by Hamish Douglass, lead portfolio
manager at Magellan Financial Group (MFG).
I agree with Douglass’s views, almost entirely, with
the key point to remember it is better to be six
months early in positioning, than six minutes late.
That’s a very good line.
If you agree with my US-dollar strategy above, you
could do a lot worse than invest in a reputable,
unhedged, global equities absolute return fund for the
years ahead.

For many, many years in these notes I told you
“DON’T FIGHT THE FED”. That was good advice,
and just about all our total return best ideas were
beneficiaries of yield compression/PE expansion.
However, you need to remember that advice works
both ways and that is why, over the last few months, I
have been recommending locking in the performance
generated by that multi-year strategy, but particularly
via moving underweight Australian banks.
On the other side of that strategy move, I have been
increasing ASX-listed US dollar earner exposure
almost every day since I have been back from
holidays, including QBE, Westfield Corp, Servcorp
and Qantas. That strategy will continue and I am
using the reporting season to look for more leveraged
ways of gaining ASX exposure to US dollars revenue
streams. It’s all about driving in a different lane.
Better to be early than late
Obviously though, however, that is not the ideal
strategy. It is a second derivative option for domestic
investors. The ideal strategy is to physically get some
of your investment capital into US dollars. I said this
back in early 2013 at 106 US cents and I am saying it
again today at 91.50 US cents. Remember, the
Aussie dollar/US dollar cross was very resilient at
106, then cracked quickly. It all feels the same here to
me for the last six months.

Either way, you’re all holding too much exposure
to Australian tax effective yield assets in
Australian dollars. That is not going to be an
outperforming strategy from here.
100% of Charlie Aitken’s fees for writing for the
Switzer Super Report are donated to The Sydney
Children’s Hospital Foundation.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

I also think that currency and interest rate volatility will
lead to equity market volatility and I encourage you to
hold some form of downside protection. I remain of
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Takeover talk – eyes on iSelect
by Tony Featherstone
News that Suncorp Group and Bank of Queensland
held preliminary talks earlier this year to create a fifth
force in Australian banking further, along with
speculation this morning that Carsales.com.au will
make a play for iCar, confirms the desire of large
companies to get bigger through mergers or
acquisitions – and the looming opportunity for
investors.
The recently concluded reporting season also
confirmed that top-line revenue gains are hard to find
for many companies, and that cost-cutting remains
the main engine of profit growth.
In this scenario, the need for mergers and
acquisitions that create scale makes great sense,
although Australian companies probably need to look
overseas for assets, rather than buy more of them
here. There’s only so far that companies can grow in
a small market such as Australia.
These trends strengthen the case for higher M&A
activity this year and next. But this column’s guiding
theme is to identify undervalued companies that are
good investments at the current price in their own
right. Think of any takeover as a bonus rather than
the prime reason to buy.

August 18. NIB Holdings is up 4% after another good
full-year result. iBuy Group, also added last month,
was an early disappointment, down 21%, and iiNet
has shed 3% after strong earlier gains.
We will stick with the 12 stocks for now. Even if a
takeover does not eventuate, they look interesting at
current prices. Just beware that several of them are
micro-cap companies that suit experienced investors
comfortable with higher risk.
New addition
iSelect joins the list this week. The insurance
information group was among the worst floats in
recent years, raising $215 million at $1.85 a share on
ASX through an Initial Public Offering in June 2013.
iSelect slumped to a 52-week low of $1.01, thanks to
a shock revenue downgrade soon after the float, and
as the corporate regulator queried aspects of its
prospectus.
It is hard to think of a float that was more on the nose
with investors than iSelect. The stock was deeply out
of favour, with most brokers having hold or sell
recommendations. Downgrading forecasts within
months of listing is an IPO sin – and a good reason to
ignore a stock.

The team
The 12 takeover targets identified in this Takeover
Targets series (Reckon, NIB Holdings, iiNet, NRW
Holdings, Ten Network Holdings, On The House
Holdings, iBuy Group, Nearmap, OzForex Group,
Tiger Resources, Westoz Investment Company and
Reva Medical) are up an average 2.7% since the
column last reported on August 13 – in line with the
market’s overall gain.
Property information group Nearmap has been the
standout with a 46% gain. We added Nearmap on

I like iSelect at the current price for a few reasons.
Hefty premium increases on health insurance will
work in its favour as investors use comparison sites
to find cheaper policies. Higher energy costs will also
encourage more consumers to use its EnergyWatch
service to find a better deal.
For all its post-listing problems, iSelect still has a
prominent brand and strong market position in online
comparison of insurance, energy, broadband, home
loans and other products.
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Credit Suisse published an interesting note on iSelect
on August 29. Unlike most brokers who are negative
or neutral on iSelect, Credit Suisse has an outperform
recommendation and a $1.70 12-month price target,
compared with the current $1.40 price. If the Credit
Suisse target is right, iSelect would be trading
significantly below its intrinsic value.
Its share register is reasonably open and a local or
offshore predator will know how hard it would be to
replicate iSelect’s market position, and how online
markets tend to be dominated by a key player, with
daylight to the nearest rival: think REA Group,
Carsales.com and Seek.
The right setting
My guess is there would be plenty of IPO investors
eager to recoup some of their losses in iSelect
through a higher share price from a takeover or
merger. Credit Suisse wrote: “iSelect remains poorly
understood, but we believe it has numerous factors
that warrant attention. Revenue growth is strong and
consistent … supported by favoured trends in key
operating metrics (leads, conversion,
revenue-per-sale).”
It added: “(iSelect) brand awareness is strong and
solid private health industry drivers support another
strong performance in the health division. We expect
strong growth in the energy (division) in FY15.”
Credit Suisse said iSelect’s FY14 result met
expectations, and had encouraging trends.
I have a similar view of iSelect. Its stock was in
demand during the IPO as fund managers paid $1.85
to gain exposure to another promising internet
company. At $1.40, few investors still want to know
iSelect – just the right setting for an astute predator to
swoop.
- Tony Featherstone is a former managing editor of
BRW and Shares magazines. All prices and analysis
at September 10, 2014.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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The yield portfolio’s first risk assessment
by Ron Bewley
It is far too early for me to want to rebalance – or
‘tweak’ – my SMSF Yield-Conviction portfolio
(bought over the 25 to the 27 June). I designed it to
be relevant for at least three months and possibly 12
months. However, many stocks on the ASX 200 have
just been through the August reporting season and so
it is time for me to do a risk assessment of my
portfolio.
The checklist

by much in good times but be more robust in poor
times. High Octane goes after high risk plays on top
200 stocks that might produce good outperformance.
All three portfolios (Yield, Conviction, and Octane)
use the same process but different sector ‘tilts’ and
criteria for stock inclusion.
Table 1: Performance statistics for portfolios of
different vintages

In this (my first) full review of my portfolio and its
methodology, I am looking for four things:
1. Is the process I use on track?
2. Have there been any deleterious changes in
broker estimates and forecasts that warrant a
stopgap fix until I choose to do a full
rebalance?
3. Have there been implicit changes to the
‘optimal’ model portfolio that might guide my
thinking?
4. What shall I do with my dividends’ payments,
which have started to arrive?
Following my return from a month long holiday visiting
my brother in England (where I still did my risk
assessments at the breakfast table each morning!) I
performed a review on data up to Friday September
5th. Of course, things change each day and
subsequent changes must be added to any prior
assessment.

What I take away from this analysis is that the
methodology has stacked up so far and I have no
reason (yet?) to tweak it.
The stocks
But what about the component stocks in my portfolio?
How did they perform and what are their prospects? I
show certain relevant statistics in Table 2.

Since I have been keeping detailed records while I
developed my software, I can track how each vintage
of my portfolios has fared. At the earliest practical
business day in each month, I create three portfolios.
The main one is my Hybrid Yield-Conviction portfolio
(Yield for short) but I also produce a High Conviction
and a High Octane portfolio. High Conviction is
designed to focus on the big boys and not outperform
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Table 2: Stock analysis

Comparison notes
As a final diagnostic, I compare my June 25th
portfolio to the one I would have rebalanced into at
the start of September, had I been so inclined. The
sector weights did not turn out to be that much
different from those at the end of June. However, my
algorithm struggled to find sufficient stocks that meet
my criteria.
Table 3: Rebalancing diagnostic

Source: Woodhall Investment Research
Click here to view larger image
Only two stocks have so far gone backwards.
Macquarie Group (MQG) was quite disappointing at
5.1%. Duet Group (DUE) at 0.2% is a result I can live
with, as I got the dividend before it went ex-div.
In the next three columns I show the broker
consensus recommendations (1 is a buy, 2 is an
outperform, 3 is a hold, 4 is an underperform and 5 is
a sell). I take 3.5 and bigger as a bad sign.
Most recommendations have not changed much.
IOOF Holdings (IFL) did have a material improvement
from 2.77 to 2.46 so that one is certainly a keeper.
Suncorp Group (SUN), Bendigo & Adelaide Bank
(BEN), Federation Centres (FDC) and Dexus
Property Group (DXS) have deteriorated in their
recommendations by about the same amount. None
has slipped above a 3 and so I am comfortable at this
point especially as I am after yield. If Suncorp,
Federation and Dexus do not gain any more in the
rest of the financial year, I would be happy to come
away with those gains listed in Table 2 that have
already been achieved.
If I take all of these stats together, Macquarie looks
fine for the future and so I am not itching to jettison it.
While several stocks seem a little bland, the mix gives
me confidence that my yield and growth expectations
may both be met.

Source: Woodhall Investment Research
Note: Allocation is a dollar value for a nominal
$100,000 portfolio for the ‘start’ portfolio but ‘now’
and ‘new’ also include the unrealised +4.8% capital
gains.
As a result, it can be seen from Table 3 that the total
number of stocks has fallen from 16 to 13. Cardno
(CDD), Tatts Group (TTS), Bendigo & Adelaide Bank,
Federation, Stockland (SGP) and Dexus would have
been sold off in a rebalance. Tabcorp (TAH),
Perpetual (PPT) and Scentre Group (SCG) would
have entered.
Scentre is an obvious candidate for inclusion.
Westfield was going through its restructure at the end
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of June and Scentre was not then available to buy.
Tabcorp is a straight substitute for Tatts Group. I see
no great difference between them and so I wouldn’t
swap but I might now have bought Tabcorp instead of
Tatts. Similarly, changing Bendigo for Perpetual
doesn’t interest me (yet!).
Of course, some of the dollar values for sells and
buys in the last column are too small to be efficient. In
particular, for a $100,000 portfolio, the transactions
for Primary Healthcare, IOOF, Bank of Queensland,
Duet and Spark Infrastructure are too small to justify
the brokerage, paperwork and effort.
To conclude, I am about to sell Telstra in the
buy-back and probably I will buy it back collecting
franking credits along the way. Spare dividends after
paying my pension might get parked in Scentre while
I wait for a rebalance. Since Scentre’s share price
has climbed nicely since listing, a purchase now
might turn out to be a good deal when I do get around
to rebalancing. Of course such a move means that I
am temporarily unbalanced – but this is how I
operate. Since I have to wait about 12 months to
collect my franking credits from my dividends, I am
not in a position to reinvest much at this point.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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My SMSF – a fondness for flexibility
by George Lucas
Name: George Lucas
Age: 51
Other members of the SMSF: My wife.

associated with my job. It has significantly beaten our
target return of 7% per annum while retaining a
defensive allocation.

How long have you had your SMSF?

What is your asset allocation?

The SMSF was established not too long ago in 2010.

The SMSF has very little in domestic equities. It
probably has about half in cash at the moment. We
tend to favour international equities at the moment.
The fund also has structured products as we have a
good understanding of these products and that helps
in building our own capital preservation strategies.

Why did you start it up?
My wife and I wanted more control over our money.
We also wanted to invest in investment options and a
style that suited us rather than being in a product
where one size fits all. We were also attracted to the
flexibility of estate planning that can come with an
SMSF.
How big is it?
The SMSF is big enough to suit our investment
objectives at around half a million.
Is it more or less difficult to manage than you
thought it would be?
It is less difficult. But I am in the finance industry and
advise clients on asset allocation. So I am doing a lot
of that work as part of my day-to-day job anyway. It is
easy to translate those strategies to our SMSF.
Do you enjoy managing it?
I am not sure ‘enjoy’ is the right word. It is just part
of life these days where you need to be more
responsible for your retirement.
Are you pleased with its performance?

I’m still a long-term investor. I’m not trading it. I’m
not significantly overweight anything, except
defensive assets. I’m underweight equities but that’s
just because I work in the industry. Because if
everything goes belly up in the industry I work in, I
don’t want my SMSF to as well.
What are your favourite investments/stocks and
why?
We are very interested in Japan right now, as it is a
four-pronged story. It is an earnings growth story, a
valuation story, which has been proven again this
earnings season. It is an asset allocation story as
more domestic Japanese funds increase their weight
to domestic equities and also a restoration story as
Abenomics continues. We invest in Japan through
products that InStreet issues.
I have liked the resource companies and the material
stocks, but that hasn’t done very well, and the banks
because of their yields. If you think, especially a
couple of years ago, when you could only claim to
have 8 or 9% growth in the market, the banks were
paying that in dividends.

Yes. Because I am in an industry that relies on the
investment industry and the market, we run our
SMSF very conservatively to offset some of the risks
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What investments do you have outside of
superannuation?
We have investments in unlisted companies, direct
properties and in my own business.
Do you use an advisor or any kind of service
provider?
Yes I recently started using the services of a financial
advisor, who assists on compliance issues and is a
sanity check for my asset allocation.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Staff Reporter
Brokers were mostly negative in the early part of the
week with more downgrades than upgrades.
Resources companies features on the downside as
commodity prices dropped. However, BHP did get an
upgrade, but that was mostly due to the recent share
price rout.
In the good books
CIMB Securities upgraded BHP to Add from Hold.
Notwithstanding reductions to earnings from cuts in
iron ore price forecasts, CIMB upgrades in part due to
the 9% fall in the share price since the result. The
broker now reverts to a 100% net present value target
derivation, in line with the Rio Tinto model. CIMB
retains a preference for Rio Tinto, based on its more
attractive earnings multiples and valuation.
CIMB Securities upgraded Sandfire Resources
(SFR) to Hold from Reduce along with increases in
the long-term copper price forecasts. Although the
shorter mine life at DeGrussa captures less of this
upside, from 2018 higher costs create greater
leverage to the increased copper price.
In the not-so-good books
Credit Suisse downgraded Amcor (AMC) to
Underperform from Neutral after migrating its model
to US dollar forecasts from Australian dollar reporting
(from FY15 Amcor will report in US dollars). The
broker’s target price is unchanged at $11.25. The
rating is reduced to Underperform from Neutral on the
share price appreciation, 4.2% since the FY14 result.
UBS downgraded Australian Pharmaceutical
Industries (API) to Sell from Neutral. UBS believes
API is the net loser in market share, as
better-capitalised distributors are prepared to use
balance sheet strength to acquire customer banner
groups. This assessment follows Sigma’s (SIP)

recent acquisition of Discount Drug Stores (see
below). Further degradation of API’s market share
risks a tipping point against its fixed cost base, which
UBS suspects will be difficult to unwind without
impacting service quality.
CIMB Securities downgraded Fortescue Metals
Group (FMG) to Reduce from Hold due to lower
forecast iron ore prices. Despite cutting forecast cash
costs, valuation remains below the current share
price. The broker suspects the company may struggle
to reduce gearing.
Credit Suisse downgraded Sigma
Pharmaceuticals (SIP) to Underperform from
Neutral. Sigma has acquired the Discount Drug Store
banner group, providing wholesale services to 121
branded pharmacies. The acquisition will be funded
with cash and is expected to be immediately earnings
accretive. Credit Suisse has incorporated higher
earnings and upgraded forecasts. The target price is
raised to 73c from 69c but, based on relative share
price performance, the rating is downgraded.
The above was compiled from reports on FNArena,
which tabulates the views of eight major Australian
and international stock brokers: BA-Merrill Lynch,
CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP
Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Building wealth – it’s all in the timing
by Tony Negline
The two key simple questions of investing are:

particular type of asset.

What’s the purpose of the investment?
And what’s the timeframe?

One place you won’t get good guidance about
investment timeframes is general financial literature.

Work out the answer to these questions and you can
then target where you should invest your money.

Typical investment timeframes are as often defined
as follows:

During conversations I have with all types of
investors, they often describe an investment they’ve
made. I typically then ask them why they made the
decision to purchase the asset. Frequently, they
don’t really know and often respond vaguely by
saying they were simply trying to build their wealth.
Some of the unsaid purposes might be to protect
them if something untoward happens – for example,
health or family problems or a business suffers from
poor trading or the loss of their job.
But assuming the money isn’t needed to cover for
these financial snafus, then its next purpose might be
vaguely designed to pay for weddings, school fees or
the myriad of other expenses that might come their
way.
And finally, there is the need to fund retirement and
possibly a bequest for our survivors.
While in theory it’s fine to want to build wealth with
no definite purpose, you’ll have greater success in
your investing activity if you can be more definite
about your investment timeframes.
Time is money
Building wealth over an indefinite timeframe doesn’t
help you work out what type of asset you can buy and
what characteristics that asset needs to have.
Depending on who you are, this will mean you either
under, or over, estimate the risks of buying a

Short investment timeframe – One to three
years.
Medium investment timeframe – Four to six
years.
Long-term investment timeframe – Seven or
more years.
Within these timeframes, some financial literature
argues that medium-term investors can put up with a
20% change in the value of their investments in a
year and long-term investors can have their capital
value go up or down by 40% in a year.
The danger with these assumptions is that they’re
based on constant average returns. For example,
there might be an assumption that listed shares
increase on average, after fees and charges, by 8%
each year.
There are two problems with this approach – firstly,
they combine the income and the capital returns from
these investments (this is done by incorrectly adding
the average annual increase in the value of shares of
4% with the average annual yearly dividend payment
of 4%).
Secondly, we all know that the returns from
investments rarely, if ever, deliver an average return.
Basing your investment outcome by relying on
average returns means you’re highly likely to be
wrong.
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The risks
In my view, these typical timeframes dangerously
underestimate the fluctuations in values for all types
of assets.
We can never predict the future sale price we will
receive for an asset. We might be able to make an
educated guess but that’s all it will be – a guess. In
addition, in the vast majority of cases, we will have no
control over the price we will receive.
This ultimately means that any price fluctuation just
before we sell an asset is a very dangerous time if the
price we receive is essential to deliver us a
reasonable rate of return.
No one wants to be a forced seller in a depressed
market.
The reality is that the longer the investment
timeframe, the less important is the fluctuation in
investment prices. For this reason, my preferred
investment timeframes are the following:
Short investment timeframe – less than 10
years.
Medium investment timeframe – between 15
to 20 years.
Long-term investment timeframe – at least 20
years.
Those with a short investment timeframe should
avoid assets that potentially fluctuate wildly. Medium
and long-term investors need to very carefully watch
the value of their investing assets as their investment
timeframe moves to less than 10 years.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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The ABCs of LICs and ETFs
by Questions of the Week
Question: I’m keen to get some exposure to Nasdaq
stocks via an ETF but am looking for one listed on the
ASX. Can you please let me know if one exists?

appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Answer (By Paul Rickard): Sorry – there is no ETF
locally.
The closest is probably iShares Global 100 (ASX
Code IOO), or iShares Global Telecommunications
(IOQ).
If you want to open an international shares account
(you can do this with CommSec, ETrade and others),
you could purchase the US-listed ETFs directly.
Question 2: Thank you for your article on LICs and
ETFs. Can you point me to any material that will clear
up the differences please? This would include how
the NTA is calculated, given that the shares, which
the LIC or ETF own, are all different prices; how is the
NTA derived from those individual prices please? I
think I have just exposed my ignorance of the LIC and
ETF so I hope you can help.
Answer 2 (By Paul Rickard): The NTA (in both
cases) is the market value of all the securities the
ETF or LIC owns, divided by the number of shares on
issue by the LIC or units on issue by the ETF.
I would check the individual issuer websites – there is
some quite good material. Try www.spdr.com.au or
www.vanguard.com.au for ETFs, and try
www.afi.com.au or www.argoiinvestments.com.au for
LICs.
Also, the ASX has some information.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
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